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diversity [29, 33], novelty [5, 6, 29], serendipity [24, 34], discovery [4],
and unexpectedness [1].
In this position paper, we focus on surprise and opposition and
propose to integrate these aspects into design and evaluation of
recommender systems. Thereby we will use examples from the
music domain. Still, the ideas will mostly also transfer to other
domains where recommender systems suggest several items in a
row and where the items recommended are intended to entertain
the user (e.g., videos or jokes).
Surprise is similar to concepts such as serendipity or unexpectedness. In essence, surprise relates to integrating variations of known
elements in unknown ways and/or unpredictable system response
and behavior [12].
Opposition is “an extreme form of variation or dissimilarity” [12].
The perception of opposition is very subjective and depends on
the context. While, for instance, some people may perceive jazz
as “the opposite” of heavy metal, others may find common ground
of these two genres [12]. This relates to the question of how to
measure dissimilarity. In recommender systems, effecting top-N
recommendations based on some measure of similarity is a common approach. While the definition of an accurate function that
universally quantifies similarity is already a hard, if not infeasible,
task [13, 18, 20, 28], the task to be solved to account for opposition,
i.e. quantifying and determining dissimilar items is even harder [22]
and influenced by subjective factors.
Typically, existing recommender systems research starts from
the point as to that the recommender system has to identify and suggest items that both, match the user’s preferences and/or interests
and still are outside the user’s typical comfort zone. For instance,
most users typically consume mainstream music (in most cases in
terms of top artists), while music items from the long tail are in
comparison rarely listened to. Recommending music items farther
away from mainstream that a user’s typical mainstream listening
profile would be outside that user’s typical comfort zone [23, 30].
Among the main difficulties of this task is to find the right balance between inside and outside comfort zone, such that the user
perceives the recommendations as a surprise or opposition and
does not perceive the suggested item a result of a poor quality recommender system (in other words, thinking that the recommender
system does not fulfill its job in finding a recommendation that fits
the user).
However, in domains where a recommender system typically
suggests a series of recommendations (i.e., continuous or serial recommendations) as for instance in the music domain with playlists,
there is another option: A user’s perception can be primed and
triggered, by leveraging the connections or transitions between
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INTRODUCTION

For the longest time, recommender systems have been (and are still
most commonly) evaluated using quantitative performance measures on fixed datasets. Such measures were originally developed
for machine learning and information retrieval tasks and include
error measures for rating prediction, like root mean squared error and mean average error, rank-based measures like Spearman’s
or Kendall’s rank-order correlation coefficients, and effectiveness
measures such as (mean average) precision, recall, F-measures, or
normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG).
As a reaction to this narrow accuracy-based focus in research,
novel recommender system qualities beyond pure accuracy are
emphasized in recent research; among them are qualities such as
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consecutively recommended tracks. Consequently, a recommender
system can be designed in a way to purposely create qualities such
as surprise or opposition. We could call it “Surprise by Design” or
respectively “Opposition by Design”.
How could this work? For instance in a playlist, after four smooth
jazz ballads an up-tempo Bebop song may perceived surprising
in a stronger way than after four songs with each increasingly
higher tempo. Likewise, when a set of movies starring actor Arnold
Schwarzenegger is suggested, among action movies such as the
“The Terminator” series, “The Predator”, or “Collateral Damage”,
the tongue-in-cheek comedy “Twins” may be perceived as surprise,
compared to suggesting the latter among other satiric or comedy
movies such as “Kindergarten Cop” and “Last Action Hero”. Similarly, after some satiric poems, a poem on sad love may be perceived
emotionally more evoking compared to being presented among
other sad poems, since the theme change comes as a surprise. In
other words, the perception of surprise may be triggered if it is well
prepared.
Varying perception and according purposeful design of systems
is well rooted in research on priming from psychology and nudging
from the field of economic behavior.
In the next section, we outline the conceptual foundation of
our work of priming and nudging. In Section 3, we describe our
proposal, before we finally conclude our paper with an outlook to
interesting research in the field.

3

PROPOSAL FOR SURPRISE AND
OPPOSITION BY DESIGN

The basic idea we propose here is to use priming and nudging to
alter users’ perception of the music they are recommended and/or
change users’ music consumption behavior. While the first is based
on priming, the second deploys nudge theory.

3.1

Priming for Surprise and Opposition

When creating a music playlist, priming may be deployed to arouse
surprise and/or opposition. Depending on what has been played
first, an upcoming song may be perceived surprising because it was
not expected to be the next song (or be in the playlist at all) or the
song is quite the opposite from what was expected, so arousing
opposition. Very trivial examples are: an up-tempo song following
a sequence of slow songs; a sequence of songs from one genre and,
suddenly, some different genre; a sequence of songs of the same
artist, then another artist; etc.
However, creating “good” surprise or opposition is not as trivial
as those examples may indicate. For instance, surprise is not always
a positively connoted surprise. If you expect another smooth jazz
song, a death metal song may come as a surprise, but it may not
satisfy the interest of the user. However, some users may enjoy
this sequence combination, while others may not enjoy it. While
some will perceive it surprising, others will not, for instance, if
the stimulus was not sufficiently strong for the respective user.
Some users may learn quickly that after, for instance, some slow
songs, there will be an up-tempo song surprise, and after a while
they may not perceive this sequence surprising anymore, because
they even expect it (and would be even surprised if this learned
system behavior would not happen once again). For instance, while
listening to music while engaged in office work, surprises may not
be perceived as strong as compared to when listening to music
attentively as the primary task. Furthermore, a music surprise
while engaged in work may be perceived as positive surprise, while
the same song sequence (including surprise) could be perceived
disturbing while jogging (for instance, from empowering songs
switching to spherical music). Similarly, in a playlist labeled as
“reggae playlist”, a song by Frank Sinatra would be surprising but
could be annoying to the user as the surprise does not fit the playlist
label (so in this case only reggae songs would be expected, and
probably also accepted). Also a Christmas song in July would be
surprising, but not in a positive way.1
Overall, we may summarize that priming for surprise has to account for individual, situational, temporal, cultural, and, in general,
contextual differences.

2 CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS
2.1 Priming
Priming (e.g., [2, 10, 15, 25, 31]) is a concept from psychology. It
refers to an implicit, non-conscious memory effect in which the
exposure to a stimulus influences the response to another stimulus.
In other words, the processing of a target stimulus is purposely
altered by presenting another specific stimulus beforehand.
A major part of research on priming is based on textual tasks. A
typical example is the word-stem completion task (e.g., [19]). Here,
participants are given a list of words to study (the stimulus). Then,
they are asked to complete word stems (e.g., the first three letters
of a word) with the first word that comes to their mind. A priming
effect is observed when participants complete stems with words
from the list they had to study beforehand than novel words not in
the study list.

2.2
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Nudging

A similar concept to priming is nudge theory from behavioral economics [8, 27, 32]. This theory proposes positive reinforcement
and indirect suggestions to try to achieve non-forced compliance
to influence among others the decision making of individuals or
groups.
A nudge is thereby any aspect that alters people’s behavior in
a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly
changing their economic incentives [8]. For instance, for promoting
healthy diet, putting fruits at eye level counts as nudge, while
banning junk food does not. Similarly, informing clients that a
doctor’s appointment is scheduled for the next day is nudge. So
are the default settings on computers or smartphones [26]. For an
overview of literature on nudging in digital environments, see [17].

3.2

Nudging for Surprise and Opposition

While priming targets users’ perception of music items in a given
playlist, nudging aims at altering a user’s music consumption behavior for provided suggestions. Thereby, we consider recommending
a list of music items from which the user may choose to be the unit
to study; similarly, we also consider a pre-assembled sequence of
songs (playlist) a unit. Basically, the sequence is treated as a choice
1 This

is only true for users from cultures where Christmas songs are associated with a
certain time period in the year.
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and playlists and how to prime in specific cases, in terms of individual, situational, temporal, and contextual differences. As priming
for surprise and/or opposition is inherently contextual, specific
user studies for the various settings are necessary [9, 14, 16]. For
instance, after some sad songs associated with rainy weather, the
surprise effect of suggesting the song “Aquarius (Let the Sunshine
in)” from the musical “Hair” may be perceived stronger when driving on a lonely street in pouring rain compared to receiving the
same recommendations when listening to music while working late
night in the office (e.g., the weather may support associations with
the songs’ lyrics, while working there is probably less attention
paid to background music, the listener’s lack in language skills
may decrease the likelihood of noticing surprises associated with
the lyrics). Accordingly, laboratory studies have to be carried out
carefully, controlling for confounding variables inherent in the contextual setting of the experiment. As generalizing from a specific
contextual setting to a wider context is difficult or even unfeasible,
reporting the context of a study as detailed as possible is fundamental for allowing other researchers to build on findings, compare
settings and results, modeling scenarios, integrate those in recommendation algorithms, etc. Building on findings from such studies,
algorithms have to be developed that can capture and exploit those
findings in order to result in successful recommender systems.
A significant research task in the field of user modeling relates
to modeling individual “priming profiles” and integrate them in
user models. The same applies to individual “nudging profiles”.
As both, priming and nudging, are deeply contextual, advances
in contextual modeling will also influence priming and nudging
effects in recommender systems.
Overall, we believe it is important to integrate into the research
strategy a number of small-scale laboratory studies tailored to the
respective specific context (as described above) [14]; only then it
will be possible to advance the research field with field studies in
real-world recommendation settings. Exploiting large-scale open
datasets (e.g., the Million song dataset [3] or LFM-1b [21]), which is
well-established in recommender systems research, is also a fruitful
approach to investigate priming and nudging topics.
Eventually, we emphasize that research in the field of serial
recommendation, such as music playlist continuation, needs to consider longer sequences since, for instance, the prediction of solely
the respective next item, which is a common approach, ignores
existing priming and nudging effects.

of songs with the first song in the playlist as the “default’ option,
which will happen (be played) if the user does nothing.
For instance, experiments and observational studies have shown
that making an option a default increases the probability that it is
chosen. This is referred to as the default effect [7, 11].
Similarly to priming, we also have to consider differences between individuals, cultures, etc. in nudging. For instance, the
default option may be perceived as the “mainstream” option. There
will be differences to be considered in personalized music recommendation, if the user wants to happily follow the mainstream or
wants to avoid it (in some subcultures, following the mainstream
may be perceived “uncool”). In analogy, individuals may tend to
follow the crowd (the default option) or not as primary influencing
factor, and only in second place may consider the actual content of
the option.
Furthermore, frequently the importance of fostering cultural
diversity is voiced. A nudge may be used to promote diversity in
music consumption based on what is offered as the default option
in a list of recommendations or a playlist. Whether a user “tries
out” previously unknown music items or ignores them depends
largely on the way the items are presented; for instance, whether
a previously unknown item is provided as default or somewhere
in the last (almost hidden) options. Thereby, the new item may be
considered the “opposite” in terms of being new compared to other
items. A previously unknown item may also come as a surprise for
a user among, for instance, well-known “epic rock anthems” (e.g.,
“We will rock you” by Queen or “Smoke on the water” by AC/DC).
Again we see the importance of the context: For instance, if the user
has never heard the rock anthem before (despite the fact that the
anthem is generally popular), then the contrast between popular
song and new song (i.e., the opposition) may not be perceived at
all.
Based on the assumption that users tend to follow the default
option, this means for recommender systems, that a surprising item
should be among the sequence of default options to be perceived
as surprise. Similarly, by designing the default options in a particular sequence, the behavior that many users will follow this path
through default options is very likely. Accordingly, such a path
may purposely be designed to lead to a surprise.

4
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FUTURE WORK

In this position paper, we proposed to exploit priming and nudging
effects in the design of recommender systems in order to purposely
create perceptions of surprise and/or opposition. We exemplified
the idea based on music recommender systems, where several music recommendations are suggested to choose from or in form of
playlists (i.e., a sequence of suggestions).
Although priming as well as nudging are rooted in well-established
theories, their transfer to and application in music recommender
systems open up a new research area, which requires a holistic
approach, integrating knowledge from various disciplines (e.g.,
computer science, psychology, economics, law) and perspectives
(e.g., user, platform provider, music creators, artists, labels).
Fundamental research questions still have to be addressed, such
as how to prime music perceptions “generally” in recommendations

5
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